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Hitl-r’s lesions mass behind captured Channel ports German spokesmen boast of the coming inva- 

sion of Enlland and <=o once more ion? lines of London’s children trudge toward railroad stations, 
to°be° evacuated to' the stfer inland areast Above, parents wave good-bye to departing youngsters. 

War Flames Sear France 

Bright beacons for advancing German invaders, left by bombers who precede them, are scenes of de- 
struction like this. Allied censor reoorted fire above is in open French town, wrecked and torched by 

Naxz airmen. Transatlantic clipper flew photo to New York. 

From Blisters to Bliss 

These British Tommies, who took part in the terrific fighting in France, know what the term “foot 
soldiers” means. Eack in England for a rest, they take it beneath a tent, while cool breezes soothe 

their war-weary feet. 

, "Nine Million Bayonets" 

The voice of Benito Mussolini, so often raised in threat, was heard in fulfillment when he s-eppea 
ion the balcony of the Palazzo Venezia in Rome and announced Italy was in the war ontlties a 

'Germany. As in the photo above, the plaza below him was packed with thousands of Italians 

roared cheers for his boast of turning “9,000,000 bayonets’’ against the Allies. — 
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Willkie and his Nominator 

Wendell L. Willkie (left) utilities magnate who is a candidate for the 
Republican presidential nomination, is pictured with Rep. Charles A. Hal- 
leck of Indiana at an “off the record” dinner of the National Press Club 
in Washington, D. C. However, for the record Willkie told reporters that £ 
Rep. Halleck will nominate him as G.O.P. candidate at the Philadel- § 

nhia convention. _- | 

"To Break the Chains'' 

The war moves into the Mediterranan, as Italian naval planes and 
warships move to “break the chains which confine Italy.” 

Mussolini's Ominous "Blackbirds" 

Like Black birds of i1l.nm=„ J 
over Rome. New Mmi 
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Bombed Paris Awaits Further Devastation^ 

Parisians come out to see the ruins left when more than 200 German bombing plane- <h .... 

1,000 bombs on the city, killing hundreds. The air attack was but a forerunner of .. ; 
brought the German troops within twelve miles from Paris, 

Samaritan in Uniform 
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Left behind as helpless flotsam were these French children when war's tidal I 
homes, driving their families into tire ranks of the refugees. The youngsters are happy '•'“‘SB 

cared for by a French sailor. fl 

Men and Machines for the Axis 

With mechanized units and pontoon bridges, Italians expect to 
cross streams despite destruction of bridges. 

New Customs judge! 
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Judge W. J. Oliver 
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Aerial Artillery Did This, Say Nazis 
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5^wJpti0n,. “companjring photo said bombing planes, Hitler’s new “artillery of >■; shambles out of a French supply column. Action occurred near Peronne, in smash acio 

*i towards Paris 


